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a b s t r a c t

Traditionally, graphene quantum dots are prepared by fragmentation of graphene sheets into the
nanoscale particles of controlled sizes followed by band gap adjustment by doping with electron-
donating elements. Our novel synthetic aqueous arc discharge process has been developed to produce
the blue-luminescent graphene quantum dots (bGQDs). The resulting bGQDs are ~15 nm in diameter and
the amount of oxygen-including functional groups can be controlled to 27.4% and 30.8% at 1 and 4 A of a
current level, respectively. The presence of a band gap is confirmed by using scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS). Additionally, we investigated the effect of oxygen doping levels on the
band gap by photoluminescence (PL) behaviors and a density functional theory (DFT). The PL emission is
red-shifted from 397 to 425 nm corresponding to the amount of oxygen-including functional groups in
bGQDs and the DFT calculation confirms the decrease in a band gap from ~2.0 to ~1.7 eV due to electron
donation from oxygen. In addition, our quantum dots have promising applications for practical use in
optoelectronics devices. For example, tris-dibenzoylmethane mono-1,10-phenanthroline-europium (III)
(EuIIIDP) is incorporated with bGQDs for white-light emission and is shown to be successfully fabricated
into light-emitting polymer films.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Graphene has drawn much attention due to its versatile appli-
cations in energy generation/storage, electronic devices, and light-
emitting devices, and has led to the development of various syn-
thetic methods and applications for other two-dimensional (2D)
nanostructures [1e6]. However, because of the zero band gap in
graphene, band gap engineering in graphene has been limited for
optoelectronical applications; therefore, the functionalization of
graphene has been employedwith covalent approaches. Among the
various graphene derivatives, zero-dimensional (0D) graphene
quantum dots (GQDs) have been reported as a new type of quan-
tum dot that is composed of sp2 carbon clusters surrounded by sp3

carbons at a few-nanometers scale [7e10]. Due to the quantum
confinement effect (QCE), the electronic and optical band gaps of
ering, University of California
GQDs can be manipulated by either controlling the morphological
features at the nanoscale level, such as size and width, or
employing chemical doping with high electronic affinity elements
like nitrogen [11e15]. Otherwise, the reduction processes of
nanoscale graphene oxide have been found to be capable of engi-
neering the band gap [7e9].

Photoluminescence (PL) and resonance energy transfer are
highly desired results of band gap manipulation. In terms of the
resonance energy transfer, white-light emission can be achieved by
incorporating fluorophores with different PL emissionwavelengths
followed by balancing the emission intensity between fluorophores
[16,17]. Similarly, white emissive GQD composites can also be
achieved through functionalization of GQDs with biocompatible
polymers, lanthanides or nanoparticles, wherein the intra-
molecular distance can be adjustable corresponding to environ-
mental conditions such as pH, temperature, and metal ions
[18e20]. In our previous study, we show that the seamless
aqueous arc discharge process we developed can produce graphene
sheets with controllable degrees of oxidation by adjusting the arc
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discharge power [21e23]. Here, we present the fine modulation of
GQDs band gap by introducing different amounts of oxygen-
including functional groups according to the arc discharge power.
The presence of the band gap is confirmed by using scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS). The change in the band gap of GQDs is investigated by
photoluminescence (PL) behaviors for the different oxygen doping
levels and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The reso-
nance energy transfer of blue-luminescent GQDs (bGQDs) is not
only investigated by incorporating a luminescent europium (III)
embedded organic complex to obtain white emission, but also
fabricated into light emitting polymer films to show it as a prom-
ising platform material for potential optoelectronic applications.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of bGQDs by an arc discharge in water

A high purity of graphite is used for the cathode (6 mm in
diameter, 99.999%, Aldrich) and anode (12 mm in diameter,
99.999%, Aldrich). The seamless arc discharge in DI water (18.2 MU)
is operated by moving the anode up and down to contact the fixed
cathode on the bottom and a discharge is initiated by applying a
voltage (25 V). The arc discharge power is controlled by tuning the
current to either 1 or 4 A during the arc discharge process. The
plasma zone produced between the two graphite electrodes heats
the surface of the graphite, which induces the exfoliation of gra-
phene from the graphite electrodes with simultaneous pressure
fluctuation of water. The graphene particles were collected using
vacuum filtration and re-dispersed in organic solvents such as N-
methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and dimethlyformamide (DMF) fol-
lowed by ultrasonication. The nanometer-sized GQDs were ob-
tained by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 30 min.

2.2. Computation methodology

The first principles calculations are carried out based on the
spin-polarized generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation as
parameterized in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)
[24,25]. We use a plane-wave basis set and the projector-
augmented wave (PAW) method [26,27]. In all calculations, C
(2s22p2), H (1s1), and O (2s2 2p4) are treated as the valence electron
configurations. A gamma point is specified in the Brillouin zone,
and periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the unit cell
where a vacuum size is twice as large as a GQD's diameter to pro-
hibit interactions among the images. We use a cutoff energy of 1.3
times the maximum cutoff specified by the pseudopotential of
oxygen. The electronic energy difference is set to be required for
convergence to 10�4 eV. All the atoms are fully relaxed to simulate
the optimized structure. The density of states (DOS) for structurally
optimized GQDs is calculated using the Gaussian smearing.

2.3. Characterization

The morphological features of bGQDs were observed using
scanning electron microscopy (ESEM, Philips XL30) operated at
10 kV and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Tacnai G2,
Sphera) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The height distri-
bution of bGQDswas determined by atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM,
Dimension 3100 Veeco) with a tapping mode by using a Si tip
(resonance frequency ¼ 320 kHz; spring constant ¼ 42 N/m). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements for the elemental
analysis of bGQDs were performed on an AXIS Supra (Kratos)
photoelectron spectrometer. The Raman spectra were collected
with a 532 nm laser using a Reinshaw inVia RamanMicroscope. The
UVevis spectra and PL emission spectra were collected using a
Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrometer with a correction for the solvent
background and a fluorescence spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer,
LS-55). STM and STS was performed in an ultra-high vacuum
chamber (6� 10�11 torr), using Omicron VT (variable temperature).
To obtain STM images and STS, electrochemical etched tungsten
tips were employed.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation of bGQDs by an aqueous arc discharge

The bGQDs are produced by the aqueous arc discharge and the
detailed synthetic procedure is demonstrated in the Experimental
section. As shown in Fig. 1a, once the voltage is applied at
different currents (1 and 4 A at 25 V, called bGQDs1A and bGQDs4A,
respectively) to graphite electrodes, a plasma zone is produced in
the gap between the electrodes (inset of Fig. 1a-ii), which heats the
surface of the graphite electrodes. The heating of the plasma zone
induces thermal expansion of graphite, after which water mole-
cules are intercalated between each graphene layer, resulting in the
exfoliation of graphene sheets from the graphite electrodes. Sub-
sequently, the produced graphenemoves towards thewater surface
and assembles into thin graphene-based membranes (inset of
Fig. 1a-i and Fig. S1). Fig. 1b shows a representative transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image of bGQDs1A, which has a diam-
eter of ~15 nm, and bGQDs4A is shown in Fig. S2. Fig. 1c displays the
representative height profile obtained from an atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) image showing the transferred bGQDs1A on a SiO2
substrate; the line trace is obtained from the A-B of AFM images. As
a result, the average height obtained is 3.69 ± 1.54 nm and
2.80 ± 1.76 nm for bGQDs1A and bGQDs4A (Fig. S2), respectively.

To elucidate the electronic structure of synthesized bGQDs, the
local density of states (LDOS) of bGQDs is determined by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS). As shown in
Fig.1d, isolated bGQDs1Awith ~15 nm diameter are transferred to a
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), similar to that for AFM
images. The LDOS of bGQDs is compared to the LDOS of a bare
HOPG terrace using STS, which has been employed by Ogawa, Banin
and Ritter et al. in determining electronic structures of semi-
conductor quantum dots [28e30]. As shown in the differential
conductivities in STS, the bare HOPG has zero band gap structure
with V-shaped LDOS. Conversely, the LDOS of both HOMO and
LUMO in bGQDs decreases as shown by the arrow, and a finite band
gap can be observed, consistent with oxidation. It is noted that this
measured LDOS could be combined with non-emissive organic
components, because STM tips can receive tunneling signal from
both GQDs and other organic molecules. Solvent-only deposited
HOPG is also investigated by STM and STS in Fig. S3 as a control.

3.2. Photoluminescence mechanism of bGQDs

The bGQDs1A and bGQDs4A dispersion in N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) have blue-light emission under UV lights at
366 nm shown in Fig. 2. The bGQDs1A has a strong peak at 397 nm
and an absorption band at 305 nm (blue arrow). Meanwhile, the PL
emission of bGQDs4A is red-shifted by 28 nm compared to that of
bGQDs1A. The bGQDs4A has a PL emission at 425 nmwhen excited
at 340 nm with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about
100 nm which is a common value of carbon-based quantum dots
[31,32]. The PL excitation (PLE) of bGQDs1A and bGQDs4A has
334 nm and 340 nm, respectively, as shown in Fig. S4. It is noticed
that the differences between absorption and PLE peak of bGQDs1A
might result from the internal conversion process due to the



Fig. 1. Production of bGQDs through the seamless arc discharge in water. a) Schematic illustration of the seamless arc discharge in water to produce bGQDs shows the vertical
movement of the anode, the fixed cathode, and water used as a dielectric medium. a-i) Graphene sheet-based films on the water surface formed by self-assembly of the graphene
produced from the exfoliation of graphite electrodes. a-ii) A digital photo image of the plasma zone during the arc discharge process produced by applying 25 V with either 1 or 4 A.
b) A representative TEM image of bGQDs1A after purification by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 30 min c) An AFM image of bGQDs1A on a silicon wafer for determination of height
profiles with the inset of a representative height profile of A-B (scale bar: 500 nm). d) STS results show the presence of a ~1.8 eV band gap (represented by arrows) of bGQDs1A (red)
compared to HOPG (0 eV); inset: STM image of bGQDs1A. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 2. The UVevis absorption and PL emission of bGQDs1A (blue open- and filled
circles) and bGQDs4A (light blue open- and filled circles) and blue-light emission of
bGQDs under UV light at 366 nm. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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chemical composition changes [8,34]. The excitation- and solvent-
dependent PL emission behavior could be affected by the structural
rearrangements of solvent molecules on the surface of bGQDs due
to the solvent relaxation process for bGQDs [30]. The carbon-based
quantum dots have an excitation wavelength-dependent emission
due to the time-dependent processes involved. The ratio of the
emission to excitation wavelength (Dlem/Dlex) is constant due to
the time-dependent emission energy of solvent relaxation [9]. In
bGQDs dispersions, upon excitation of the fluorophore (bGQDs),
the change in the dipole moment of bGQDs and solvent molecules
leads to the rearrangement of surrounding solvent molecules in
order to lower the energy of the excited bGQDs (solvent relaxation).
During the relaxation process from the fluorophore-solvent excited
state, the solvent relaxation process is completed before the bGQDs
emission because of the relaxation time difference between com-
mon polar solvents (~10 ps) and fluorophores (a few nanoseconds),
which leads to a red-shift of fluorescence. Therefore, the solvation
process for PL emission plays an important role in peak shifts.

In Fig. 3, the bGQDs display excitation-dependent emission
wavelength behaviors. The PL emission of bGQDs1A exhibits a
strong peak at 397 nmwhen excited at 340 nm. Themaximumpeak
position moved to 520 nm by sweeping through excitation wave-
lengths in increments of 20 nm up to 410 nm. Moreover, the
bGQDs4A have an excitation wavelength-dependent emission in
Fig. 3b. They have a strong emission peak at 425 nmwhen excited at
330 nm, and the maximum peak position moves to 460 nm with
increasing the excitation wavelengths by 20 nm increments. In our
bGQDs, the emission peak of bGQDs1A in NMP is at 430 nm under
an excitation of 340 nm. However, it was red-shifted to 520 nm
under an excitation of 420 nm. Aside from the excitation wave-
length dependency, the red-shifted PL emission of bGQDs is
observed in the polar solvent due to strong solvent-bGQDs in-
teractions, while the shape of the fluorescence of bGQDs was
broadened and blue-shifted in toluene due to fewer interactions
shown in Fig. 3c. The solvent relaxation effects on peak shifts were
investigated in a non-polar solvent (toluene) and another polar
solvent (DMF). In general, however, the GQDs PL emission is
dependent on the excitation wavelength and solvents, which does
not follow Kasha's rule in that the PL peak position of QDs is not
dependent on the excitation wavelength [33,34].

Due to the uniform distribution in sizes of bGQDs, it is assumed
that the 28 nm red-shifted PL emission of bGQDs4A is directly due
to a change in the chemical composition of bGQDs during the arc
discharge process followed by a change in the band gap. X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) is carried out to elucidate the
effect of oxygen doping on bGQDs. Fig. 4a and b shows the high-
resolution XPS spectra of C1s for bGQDs, which verifies the pres-
ence of oxygenated carbon and determines the relative quantities
of carbon in different functional groups. Fig. 4a shows that
bGQDs1A are mostly composed of C]C (284.6 eV, blue), consistent
with a 72.65% relative content ratio. The remaining chemical
bonding configurations are assigned to oxygen-containing



Fig. 3. Excitation wavelength-dependent PL spectra in increments of 20 nm of (a) bGQDs1A and (b) bGQDs4A. (c) Solvent-dependent PL spectra of the bGQDs1A in organic solvents,
toluene (violet), DMF (blue), and NMP (light-blue). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 4. Physicochemical characterization of bGQDs. a) and b) XPS analysis of bGQDs1A and bGQDs4A, respectively, shows that the change in the number of oxygen-including
functional groups is dependent on the arc discharge power. c) Raman spectroscopy analysis of bGQDs1A (black) and bGQDs4A (red) shows the quality of the graphitic structure
resulting from the different amounts of oxygen. d) Band gap change with respect to the number of eOH adsorption. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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functional groups CeO (285.7 eV, red), CeOeC (286.5 eV, green),
and C]O (287.7 eV, purple) and the relative contents of each
bonding type were found to be 17.07%, 3.54%, and 6.74%, respec-
tively. In Fig. 4b, the deconvolution of XPS C1s spectra obtained
from bGQDs4A indicates the presence of oxygen-containing func-
tional groups and their relative contents are C]C (284.6 eV, blue,
69.23%), CeO (285.7 eV, red, 11.71%), CeOeC (286.5 eV, green,
7.73%), and C]O (287.8 eV, purple, 11.32%) bonds. Elemental
analysis using XPS confirmed the degree of oxidation of bGQDs
during the aqueous arc discharge, which is dependent on the arc
discharge power and leads to higher oxidation corresponding to
current levels.

We also investigated the effect of introducing different amounts
of oxygen on the quality of graphitic structures by Raman spec-
troscopy, as shown in Fig. 4c. The quality of the graphitic structure
of the bGQDs is evaluated by comparing the relative intensities of
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the D-band (1365 cm�1) and G-band (1596 cm�1), which represent
the disorder and the crystalline structure of graphitic nanoparticles,
respectively [35e37]. In Fig. 4c, the bGQDs1A has a D-band of
1364 cm�1 and a G-band of 1595 cm�1, and the relative intensity of
ID/IG is around 0.33. In addition, the bGQDs4A has a D-band of
1366 cm�1 and a G-band of 1598 cm�1, which are upshifted 2 and
3 cm�1 compared to bGQDs1A, and the relative intensity of ID/IG is
around 0.48. Although both relative intensities of ID/IG for both
bGQDs are similar to that of high quality multilayered graphene,
bGQDs4A has a slightly larger ID/IG than that of bGQDs1A, indi-
cating bGQDs4A has less graphitic crystalline phase than bGQDs1A
[14,35e37]. The Raman spectroscopy analyses show that the
graphitic structure of bGQDs is influenced by the amount of oxygen
doping. These results correspond to the results of elemental anal-
ysis by XPS, which lead to the limits of the p-conjugation system. In
addition, the increase in the relative intensity of ID/IG was shown in
our previous studies, which demonstrated that a larger arc
discharge power results in higher oxygen doping levels [21e23].
Therefore, we conclude that by changing the power applied, the
aqueous arc discharge process can adjust the chemical composition
of the bGQDs that leads to band gap modulation, which is directly
shown in the change in PL emission wavelength, as shown in
Fig. 4a.

In order to validate our seamless process to control the amount
of doped oxygen and the corresponding band gap change, the
density of states (DOS) of bGQDs is studied by DFT calculations. It
has been reported that sp3 carbon bindings (defects) in GQDs
separate sp2 carbon clusters and PL emission originates from these
isolated sp2 carbon clusters [9,14,15]. It is assumed that our bGQDs
are composed of isolated sp2 carbon clusters within the sp3 carbon
matrix. For simplicity, we built a computational model of 1 nm sp2

clusters consisting of 13 aromatic rings where hydrogen (H) and
hydroxyl (eOH) bind to carbon atoms around the edge (the inset of
Fig. 4d). The DOS demonstrates that the band gap of GQDs with
6OH (C:O ¼ 0.875:0.125) is ~1.7 eV. This value is similar to the band
gap of bGQDs1A (~1.8 eV shown in Fig. 1d) composed of
C:O ¼ 0.857:0.143, which is a comparable ratio to the computa-
tional model of GQDs with 6OH. Interestingly, it is confirmed that
the band gap of GQDs decreases as the oxygen doping levels in-
crease: The HOMO ismaintained at 0 eVwith respect to Fermi level,
but the LUMO declines with increasing doped oxygen levels
(Fig. S5). In Fig. 4d, the band gap of 1 nm sp2 cluster model without
eOH group shows ~2.0 eV that reduces to ~1.7 eV when the model
has 6OH. It is known that functional groups donate electrons to the
antibounding state in the benzene ring, which leads to the reduc-
tion of the band gap in bGQDs [15]. Therefore, it is expected that the
electrons are released from eOH toward bGQDs and the band gap
decreases as the number of eOH increases.

The PL emission of GQDs is affected by the size of sp2 carbon
clusters at a few-nanometers scale; the relative composition ratio
of sp2 and sp3 carbon bonding results in the change in p-conju-
gation length due to the isolation of sp2 clusters by sp3-bonded
carbons [7e10]. Subsequently, the band gap of the GQDs gradually
decreases by increasing the amount of doped oxygen, which results
in a red-shift of the PL emission due to the donation of electrons
from external elements. However, the bGQDs produced by our
aqueous arc discharge have a larger diameter (~15 nm) composed
of hundreds of benzene rings with infinite p-conjugation lengths
and decreased band gap. According to the XPS results, the bGQDs
have oxygen-including functional groups such as hydroxyl (eOH) at
the edges and epoxy groups (CeOeC) in the basal plane. Further-
more, during the synthetic process, the relative amounts of oxygen-
including functional groups are increased at the higher current
(4 A), which is observed by a red-shifted PL emission. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the band gap of bGQDs is largely affected by
the oxygen doping levels during the arc discharge process, resulting
in a controlled the band gap according to arc discharge power.

3.3. bGQDs nanocomposites

Due to the long-lived and narrow bandwidth luminescence
properties, lanthanide complexes have drawn attention in opto-
electronic devices. In particular, a europium (III) complex, tris-
dibenzoylmethane mono-1, 10-phenanthroline-europium (III)
(EuIIIDP), can be conjugated with graphitic nanoparticles for lumi-
nescent carbon-based nanostructures [38]. Therefore, our lumi-
nescent bGQDs composed of sp2/sp3 carbons are assumed to be
conjugated, leading led to energy transfer between bGQDs and
EuIIIDP followed by emission color changes. The TEM image of the
bGQDs-EuIIIDP nanocomposite is shown to be irregularly aggre-
gated, as shown in Fig. 5a. It is assumed that the nanocomposite
aggregates are formed by conjugation of sp2 carbons of bGQDs with
phenanthroline in EuIIIDP and negatively charged bGQDs also sta-
bilize the aggregates. In addition, Raman spectrum shows the
presence of europium complex in bGQDs-EuIIIDP nanocomposites,
as shown in Fig. S8. It is noted that the Raman spectra of the bGQDs-
EuIIIDP nanocomposites is comparable to that of carbon nanotubes
and europium ion composites [38].

The emission color is changed from blue to red and white-light
emission is observed, as shown in Fig. 5b. The PL emission behavior
of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex is investigated and showed blue
emission of the bGQDs at 415 nm and red emission of EuIIIDP at 598
and 613 nm (Fig. S6). In order to elucidate PL emission wavelength
change, the PL emission spectra of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex are
investigated. Fig. 5c demonstrates the typical blue emission of
bGQDs at 415 nm and red emission of the EuIII ion with a dominant
peak at 613 nm, with no detected emission peak at 596 nm. Exci-
tation of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex at 340 nm stimulates the blue
emission and red emission at 415 nm and 613 nm, respectively. In
Fig. 5c and Fig. S6, the increase in emission intensity of EuIIIDP is
shown with increasing amounts of EuIIIDP, and the emission color
has been shifted to white emission.

In the bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex system, the overlap of absorption
spectra of bGQDs and EuIIIDP at 340 nm weakened the short
wavelength of emission at 415 nm due to energy transfer, and as a
result, the longer wavelength at 613 nm is comparatively
strengthened as shown in Fig. S6. The absorption and PLE peaks of
only EuIIIDP are shown in Fig. S7, which demonstrates the spectral
overlap between bGQDs and EuIIIDP. In this regard, the white-light
emission is probably attributed to the equilibrium of these emission
intensities from bGQDs and EuIIIDP rather than simple spectral
overlap. The relative emission intensity of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP
complex of I613/I415 when excited at 340 nm is increased from 0.016
to 0.43 with increasing EuIIIDP concentration up to 200 mM, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 5c. Thus, the energy transfer process of
the complex acts as emission equilibrium for white-light emission.

The tunable light-emitting colors indicate that bGQDs nano-
composites can be used as emitting materials or promising dopant
components for white-light-emitting diodes. Therefore, the versa-
tile applications of bGQDs are investigated through fabrication of
different forms in order to explore the promising candidates as
light-emitting components. Fig. 5d shows a light-emitting film
composed of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex and poly(-
methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) used as a supporting material due to
its high transparency. Here, the bGQDs-EuIIIDP composite film is
transparent under sunlight and the UC San Diego seal can be seen
through the composite films (Fig. S9). The blue-, red- and white-
emitting composite films are also demonstrated under UV light at
366 nm as shown in Fig. 5d. In addition, the bGQDs-EuIIIDP
nanocomposite-based light-emitting diode (LED) is fabricated by a



Fig. 5. a) A TEM image of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex aggregates (scale bar: 200 nm and 50 nm in the inset). b) A digital photo image of the change in PL emission color of the
bGQDs-EuIIIDP complexes in DMF with concentrations of 0, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 mM of EuIIIDP and only EuIIIDP from left to right. c) The PL emission spectra of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP
complexes. d) The relative intensity of I613/I415 according to the EuIIIDP complex onto bGQDs corresponding to (c). e) Light-emitting polymer films composed of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP
complex and PMMA under UV light at 366 nm and the different color emissions from the construction of an LED by coating on a commercial blue LED (366 nm). (A colour version of
this figure can be viewed online.)
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simple solvent evaporation process to construct the white-
emission diode and the schematic diagram of the LED we fabri-
cated is shown in Fig. S6. As the color in light-emitting polymer
films is changed by the increase in the amounts of EuIIIDP, the
constructed LED emits blue, white, and red light. The tunability of
the emission colors of the bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex shows our pro-
cess as a promising candidate for achieving white-color emission
through p-p interactions between two different color-emitting
fluorophores. Furthermore, the resonance energy transfer of the
bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex is shown to be an effective way to balance
the PL emission intensity for desired color emissions.
4. Conclusions

In conclusion, our blue emission graphene quantum dots
(bGQDs) with tunable photoluminescence (PL) emission are pro-
duced by controlling the degree of oxidation through an aqueous
arc discharge process. The physicochemical structures are analyzed
using Raman spectroscopy and XPS, which indicate that the bGQDs
have high graphitic structure and that the oxygen doping levels of
these bGQDs can be tunable as a function of the arc discharge po-
wer. The EuIIIDP complex is conjugated with bGQDs through p-p
interactions to obtain the capability of emitting white color. The
bGQDs-EuIIIDP complex emits a white color through resonance
energy transfer that was successfully fabricated into light-emitting
polymer films. Hence, we have shown the versatility of the aqueous
arc discharge process as a novel synthetic method capable of pro-
ducing graphene-based white color emission fluorophores.
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